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Abstract
Ray nacing is a well known techniquefor generatingrealistic images.One of the major
drawbacksof this approacharethe extensivecomputationalrequirementsfor imagecalculation.
frameby frame the computationalcost might easily
When generatinganimationsequences
becomeintolerable.In the last years severalmethodshave beendevisedfor acceleratingthe
computationalspeedby using spatialand temporalcoherence.While thesetechniqueswork
only undercertainrestrictions,a new approachis presentedin this paperwhich leadsto a
considerablespeed-upof the calculationprocesswithout putting any limitations on cameraor
object movement.In principle, the method is an extensionof /ArKi87/, where rays are
consideredpoints in 5D space,by the time dimension.CSG is usedfor object descriptionand
has been modified correspondinglyto allow easy use of coherenceproperties. The paper
- describesthe theoreticalbaökground-and
the maincönceptsof a practicalirnplementation.
Key words: Ray tacing, @mputeranirnation,ray spaceclassification,temporal
coherence,spatialcoherence,acceleration

1. Introduction
Ray tracingis a techniquewherethecolor informationfor everypixel is calculatedby casting
rays throughobject space.Ray - object intersectionsare computationallyby far the most
expensivepart in the imagegenerationprocessand shouldbe reducedor simplified as far as
possible. Soon after ray tracing was introduced, spatial coherenceproperties were used to
accelerateimagecalculation.The useof simpleboundingvolumes(boxes,spheres,plane sets,
...) led to a considerableaccelerationof theray nacingmethod SuMivision methodsturnedout
to be anothervery powerful optimization tool. lFuTaS6/and /Glas84/ examineobject space
suMivisions./FuTa86/describea regularvoxel subdivisionwhile /Glas84/usesan ocree data
structurefor organizingthe object spacesuMivision. In /Gerv86/ an image spacesubdivision
methodis presentedand/ArKi87 inroduce ray spacesubdivision.Temporalcoherencedenotes
similarities betweenconsecutiveframesof animationsequences.
Most of the techniquesthat
take advantageof temporalcoherencepropertieswork only under some restrictions.In
Alubs8lÄ oneof the earliestworksdealingwith temporalcoher€nce,a methodis presentedthat
worksjust for convexpolyhedra.In /I{ube88/ andMuHi9O/ methodsare examinedthat work
only for a fixed cameraposition. Some other methodsare making a trade-off between
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calculation speed and image quality (/Badt88/). Our goal was to develop a fast and general
method (no restrictions on camera and object movement) for the calculation of animation
sequenceswithout loss of image quality.

2. Coherence in ray space
Starting out from the ideas presented in/ArKi87/ a new approach using spatial as well as
tempolal coherence is developed. Every ray that is generated duri-ng the. calculation of an
animation sequenceis considered to be a point in an appropriate 6 dimensional ray space.In
this space a ray is defined by its origin (3 coordinates), its direction (2 coordinates) and its time
of generation (1 coordinate). The organization ofray spacehas to be done in such a way, that
certain requirements are fulfilled. Rays close together in ray space (similar origin, direction and
time of generation) should traverse similar regions of object space, so that coherence properties
can be transfered from ray space to object space.In order to avoid as many as possible time
consuming ray - object intersections the concept of the 6D ray space is used to eliminate
intersection tests for groups of coherent rays, thereby distributing the cost of this eliminiation
step over a number of different rays. The algorithm proceeds as follows: A 6D bounding
volume B (a subset of ray space) is calculate4 which contains every ray that might be generated
during the calculation of the animation sequence.This bounding volume is then partitioned
hierarchically into disjoint volumes or ray sets Bi. For every ray set Bi a so called candidate set
Ci is calculatd which contains only that small number of objects of the whole object scene that
might be intersected by rays of Bi.
Ray - object intersection is done in 2 steps:
1. finding a ray set Bi that encloses the ray considered (ray classifrcation)
2. ray intersection by using the small number of objects of the candidate set Ci
To ensure fast execution of step 1 the bounding volume B is partitioned into geometrically
simple ray sets Bi (hypercubes). Every ray set Bi is associated with a region in 3D object space
(a so called "beam"), namely with the set consisting of those points that could be reached by a
ray of Bi. For a given ray set Bi only those objects that lie at least partiafly inside the associated
3D beam are relevant for intersection tests. Candidate sets arc therefore created by intersecting
the whole object scene with these beams. This can be done effrciently, when the beams
themselves have a simple geometrical shape (e.g. convex polyhedra). The 6D ray space has to
be organized so that a simple ray set Bi (hypercube) has a simple beam in 3D object space.
Partitioning of the ray space is done "on the fly", candidate sets are created only when needed.
Small ray sets (high spatial and temporal coherence) guarantee small candidate sets, but the cost
of creating these sets is amortized only among a limited number of rays. So partitioning of a
part of ray space is stopped either when the candidate set is small enough or the ray set has
minimal size. An optimal trade-off between these two constraints (sizes of ray set and candidate
set) can be found through experimental results.

3. 6D ray space
A ray is defrned as a point in 6D space:

ray r = (x, y, z, u, v, t)
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A ray set B1 is defined as a hypercube
Bi

=

[x 1,x2]x[y y,y2]xlz y,z2lx [u 1,u2]x [v l,v 2]xlt l,t2l

which consists of all those rays whose coordinates as 6D points lie in the 6 specified intervals.
Using spherical angles (longitude, latitude) for determining the ray direction would have the
undesirable consequence üa1 a simFle ray set Bi has a beam with a non polygonal boundary.
By using a so called direction cube, rays can be defined so that the 3D beams associated with
6D hypercubes are convex polyhedra.

dominantaxis +X
ray direction (u,vjX)

Figure l: direction cube
All rays with the same origin are partitioned into 6 disjoint sets depending on the intersection of
the ray direction with an axis aligned cube with sides of length 2 positioned at the ray origin. A
ray direction is then specified by a "dominant axis" (corresponding to the intersected face of the
cube) and the two intersection values u, v, - I ( u,v < 1 (see Figure l). Ray space is therefore
represented by six hypercubes, one hypercube for each dominant axis:

ray space

R3x([-1,l]x[-1,1],+X)xTu
R3x(t-1,llxt-1,11,-X)xT
rr
R3x(t-1,llxt- 1,ll,+Y)xT r.,
R3x(t-I, llxt-1,11,-Y)xT
r:
R3x([-1,1]x[-l,ll,+Z)xT v
R3x(t-1,1lxt- 1,lf,-Z)xT
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([-l,l]x[-l,l],+X)
T....
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. . setofallraydirectionswithdominantaxis+X
. timeinterval

The six disjoint parts of ray spaceare storedin 6 distinct hierarchicaldata structures,one for
every dominant axis. Whenevera ray is classified the relevant data structure is found by
calculatingthe dominantaxisof theray in question.

4. Data structures for ray space
The ray qpaceinformation is administercdin 6 hypercubetrees(Figure 2). Any hypercube
node has up to 64 children generatedby splitting each of the 6 defining intervals of the
hypercubein the middle. A candidateset is associatedwith every hypercubenode. The
candidatesetof the root nodeis the whole object scene.Any ray inside a given hypercubecan
only intersect objects of the candidateset. Adequatedata structuresfor candidateset
representationwill be discussedin a following section.Ray classificationis doneby recursive
traversalof the hypercubestructure.A hypercubenode is consideredto be a leaf node (no
further partioning done)if the hypercubeis below a certainminimal size or the candidateset
containsonly few objeas. Surting from theroot of the hypercubeEee,a pathto a leaf nodehas
to be found. At an intemrediatenode the child node, whosehypercubeenclosesthe ray, is
selectedfor further traversal.If this child nodedoesnot exist (no ray hasbeenclassifiedto lie
in this part ofray spaceso far) the hypercubedatastructureis extendedaccordingly.Precise
algorithmswill be givenlateron.

E

intermediatenode

E

harnode

Figure2: hypercuberee
When the relevant leaf node has beenfound, the ray - object intersectionis done using the
(hopefully)small candidatesel
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5. Data structure for candidate sets
The object scene as well as the candidate sets are stored as CSG data. An object
representation is defined as a binary tree where the leaf nodes correspond to geometrical
primitives (cube, sphere,cylinder, cone, ...) whereas in the intermediate nodes sei operations
(union, intersection, difference) define how the objects represented by the two child nodes are
combined. Storage efficient description of a moving object leads to an extension of the CSG
model, so that the positions of an object over a period of time can be specified in a short and
concise way @gure 3).
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transformation mafix, position at time i

Figure 3: extended CSG tree
For every leaf node a list of transfomration matrices T1 is kept, where Ti describes the position
of the object at time i. When calculating frame i, matrices T1 are used to deterrnine the position
of an objecr In this data structue the object positions are stored for those specific discrete time
instants the frames are calculated for. In some cases, e.g. no motion or uniform motion, more
storage efficient data structuresthan lists are advisable. Storing all possible positions in one
data structure allows the processing of the object not only for specific instanis but for whole
time intervals thereby making use of temporal coherenceproperties. Candidate sets are stored as
extended CSG trees. When generating a candidate set only new intermediate nodes have to be
created.Existing leaf nodes of the CSG tree can be reused by pointer reference. As leaf nodes
qsqally lequire most of the storagespaceof a CSG tree, redundant storageof thesenodes must
definitely be avoided. One of the earliest optimization efforts concerning CSG dealt with
bounding boxes and bounding spheres /Roth82/. For every node of a CSG tree bounding
boxes can be calculated that enclose the represented object. Intersection tests are done with thä
simple bounding. box first. Only if the bounding box is hit by the ray a much more time
intensive ray - object intersection test has to be performed. How Canthis very useful method be
incorp_oratedinto the concept of extended CSG rees? A straightforward approach of storing
lists ofboundingboxes, one bounding box for every time step i, in the interrnediate nodes ai
well as in the leafnodes would greatly increase the neededstörage space.In our approach we
use so called time boxes, an extension of bounding boxes by a temporal coordinate. Ä time box
S[ij] encloses ttre object during the time interval [ij] (see Figure d time spheres could be used
as well). Starting from bounding boxes Ui, Ui+I,..., U; for timä steps i, i+1, ..., j
rjrspectively, Stiil can be calculated easily. ff the object is not nioving during the interval [ij],
S[ij] simply reduces to the usual bounding box. These time boxes are stored in the extendäd
csG ree (Figure 5) in the following way: For every leaf node a binary tree of time boxes S[ij]
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is calculated.The root of this binary treerepresentsS[,n], the boundingvolume that encloses
theprimitive elementover the interva tl,nl. The leaf nodesarethe simpleboundingboxesUl,
...,Ün which arecombinedin a binary way to generatethe boundingtree.
object

bounding volumes:

U2

U1

E

E
frameI

fnme2

Figure 4: bounding volumes and time box

@ cscintermediate node x
@ cscleafnode x
F---T;lilr--1 time box Slijl of node x fq the time interval [ij]

Figure 5:

objectdescriptionfor time interval [ij] asan extendedCSGtres
(matices Ti not shown),time boxesS[ij]
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As the leaf nodesof the candidatesetsare storedonly.once,
the entire boundingtreesarekept.
'tir"
If an extendedcsG treerepresentsan object for-the
pärioa ti,jt oJii*""ti-"
boxes(ile.
are storedat iitermediate nodäs.whäf,'tr," iyf".cuu" node,ihe
fl1{i-.r4?1,^ll\i*:>t?,il>
extencled
cso treeis associated
with, hasto be split, oneof thesetwo tinie boxesis usedto
ge11e91e
the candidateset for the child hypercubewhich is definedio;ii;; intervatilttrei
ti,(i+j)2] or [(r+j)12+I j].

6. Algorithms
rL.p,u 6D bourldingvolumeis determined.
enclosingall raysthat might
,^
Del1,i.f:flT::rlig
relevantdunng tne calculationof the animationsequence.
Taking a box enölosureof-all
(originsof primaryrays),.andthe timetox S{l,nl oiftheentireobjectscene
P:j:tb_t^.:pg|q
givesa goodestimationof.all possibleray origins.Due to gtobal
LTgt:: enects
^":^t::",i1*?_Iyr)
llgnung
(retlectron,
ransparency)
no _useful
restrictions_on
ray directi-ons
seemapparent,
all directionsareconsideredpossible
(ü, v el-1,+11for everydominänta*isl. itte time interval
is setto [1,n] if n framesshallbe cSlcurated.
uilnc tttir inrormationthä;il;;i'hr*..ubes
generatgd.The candidatesetsfor theseroot nodeJareextendedCSGtreesof the ivhote are
oUSict
- objectintersectionis donein trc roiowi;c-*.
steps(hq is a
TfI:1":^"J:?111_1J.y
rererenceto thehypercubestructure):
step1:
candidate_set
:= ray_classification(r,
hq)
ray_rlassification(r:ray;hq:hlpercube_structure):
CSGtree
begrn
determinethe dominantaxis of ray r
traversalof thehypercubestructureto frnd the smallest
existinghypercubenodehn that containsr
iftype ofhn = leafnode
ü€
(* classificationcompleted*)
retum (candidatesetofhn)

elss
-

(* hn has to be split *)
retum(generate_new_path(r,hn))

crd
g€nerate_new_path (r:ray; hn:hypercube_node): CSG tree
(+ retums the candidate set of a newly generated hypercube leaf node *)
begtn
ray r d-etermineswhich of the 64 possible children hn_child
ofhn has to be generated
calculation of the candidate set of hn_child
i{hn_child or associatedcandidate set is small enough
then
type of hn_child := leaf node
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retum (candidate set ofhn_child)

else

(* further splitting necessary *)
type of hn-node := intermediate node
return (generate-new-path(r, hn-child)

eld
The calculation of the candidate set is done by intersecting the 3D beam of the child node
hn_child with the candidate set of the parent hypercube node. For fast beam-object intersection
the beam as well as the object are approximated by simple, easy to intersect, enclosing
volumes. Intersection of the approximating volumes (instead of beam - object intersection) will
result in slightly larger candidate sets. Depending on the different approximation volumes for
beam and object there are different possibilities for this intersection step:
method a:

3D beam: approximated by simple axis aligned planes
object: approximated by bounding boxes

method b:

3D bearn: approximated by simple axis aligned planes
objecl approximated by bounding spheres

method c:

3D beam: approximated by a cone
object approximated by bounding spheres

In method c the cone - sphereintenection can be calculated easily. A cone however is not as
good as axis aligned planes for approximating the 3D beam. So with method c the candidate
sets are calculated faster, but are usually larger than with method a or b. For further details see
lArKj97l.
step 2:
intersection_ray_object (r, candidate_set)
(* usual intersection of a ray with a CSG tree by recursive traversal *)

7. Extensions and modifications
Sometimes ray origins of primary rays lie far outside the bounding volume of the object
scene. This leads to an unnecessarily large (and to a great extent empty) 6D bounding volume
of the six roots (one for every dominant axis) of the hypercube structure. To ensure a more
balanced partitioning ofray space only the 3D object bounding volume is used for the definition
of the 6D bounding volume. Ray origins of primary rays outside the 3D object bounding
volume are not considered. Ray classification has to be modified slightly for these rays.
Because such a ray, as a 6D point, does not lie inside the 6D bounding volume the intersection
point of the ray with the 3D object bounding volume is taken as the new ray origin. Ray
classification is done with this modified ray as usual.
Adjacent primary rays are close together in ray space.First a quick test is done whether a ray
lies inside the hypercube node found for the previous primary ray. This very often eliminates
the need to traverse the hypercube strucftre.
Generally rays are calculated in temporal order. So parts of the hypercube structure that
correspond to already processed time intervals are not needed anymore, valuable memory space
can be reused.
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No ray intersection test is done with candidate sets of intermediate hypercube nodes (Figure
2). Omining ttrese candidate sets leads to a considerable reduction in storage requirements. The
candidate set of the root node is kept however. Whenever node splitting is performed, the
candidate set for the new node is generated by intersecting the candidate set of the root with the
3D beam of the new hypercube. If it turns out during candidate set generation that the new
candidate set is still too large and hence further splitting is necessary (the new hypercube node
becoming an intermediate node as well) the candidate set need not be generated completely as it
is not stored at the intermediate node anyway. Candidate set creation will, however, take longer
as the whole scene is always taken as the starting point If on the other hand candidate sets a.re
stored in intermediate nodes, the generating step can start out from the (small) candidate set of
the node to be split, at the expenseof greater storage requiremens.

8. Implementation and results
A test systemwas implemented/Reic9O/in Pascalon a VAX-cluster (5 VAX-Stations 2000,
I VAX-Station 3200 with 3MB and 4MB user accessible memory respectively) using
components of RISS (Realistic Image Synthesis System), a software package for the generation
ofrealistic images developed at our deparnnent /GePu88/. Storage restrictions allowed only the
processing of simple scenes. Experimental results show that even for simple scenes (=30
objects, 10 frames, 20Ox200resolution, maximal height of hypercube tree 4) a speed-upfactor
of about 2 canbe obtained (seeexample pictures). For a finer partitioning ofray space (higher
hypercube structure, smaller candidate sets) higher speed-up rates can be expected.
For a theoretical complexity analysis certain assumptions on the statistical distribution of the
objects in the scene as well as of rays in 6D ray space would have to be made. The distribution
of rays in 6D ray space, however, greatly depends on the varying camera and object
movements in different animation sequences.So a general theoretical complexity analysis was
not done.
The method presented uses temporal coherence properties without putting any restrictions on
either camera or object movement. Images tue generated with the same quality as a frame by
frame approach would yield-

Example 1:*
object scene: 50 sphereswith different surface properties
2 spheresmoving
one light source, position of camera moving, l0 frames, adaptive oversampling
Resolution: 2O0x2N
total number of rays: 2 672939
primaryrays: I102900
speed-up:.45 Vo

Sizeof hypercubestructure(dependingon beam- objectintersectionmethodused):
method
# of hypercubenodes
a:
t9 331
b:
l8 104
27 440

* Seepage528for Figure6: Example1 (framesI - 10)
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average size ofcandidate set (max = 10):
method
# of CSGnodes
a:
7.25
b:
7.22
c:
8.55

primaryray is in the samehypercubeaspreviousprimary ray:
# of ravs
method

90s830 (82.13%)
90676r (82.22%)
890488 (8O.74Vo)

ai
b:
c:

Exanrple2:*
objectscene: 23 elementaryobjects
cameraandblue platemoving, 10 frames,adaptiveoversampling
Resolution:zffixzffi
total numberof rays: 1 L54 441
primaryrays:564515
sped-up:,37Vo
Sizeofhypercubestructure(dependingon beam- objectintersectionmethodused):
method
# ofhypercubenodes
a:
3634
b:
3979
c:
3446
averagesizeof candidateset(max= 10):
method
# of CSGnodes
a:
5.31
b:
5.45
c:
5.79
primaryray is in the samehypercubeaspreviousprimaryray:
method
# of rays
a:
296 695 (52.5680)
b:
294916 (52.24Vo)
c:
294 894 (52.24Vo)
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